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 In the digital world, the Internet and online media especially video media are 

convenient and easy to access. It leads to problems of inappropriate content 

media consumption among children and youths. However, measures or 

methods to control the inappropriate content for children and young people 

are still a challenge for management. In this research, an automated model 

was developed and presented to classify the content on online video media 

using a deep learning technique namely convolution neural networks (CNN). 

For data collection and preparation, the researchers collected video clips from 

movies and television (TV) series from websites that distribute the clips 

online. It consists of different types of content: i) sexually inappropriate 

content; ii) violently inappropriate content; and iii) general content. The 

collected video clip data was then extracted into frames and then used for 

developing the automatically-content-classifying model with algorithm CNN, 

analyzing and comparing the result of CNN model performance. For 

enhancing the model performance, a transfer learning approach and different 

regularization techniques were adopted in order to find the most suitable 

method to create high-performance modeling to classify content in video 

clips, movies and TV series published online. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the number of internet users is increasing every year, and video viewing has become increasingly 

popular in the online world such as educational video media, social video media, news video media, economic 

video media and entertainment video media and so on, a large amount of video media has been distributed online. 

This includes video material that contains various forms of inappropriate content such as sexually explicit and 

violent content [1]. Distribution of these videos may lead to imitation of inappropriate behaviors among viewers. 

Therefore, the development of effective methods to control inappropriate content on online video media is 

necessary especially for children and young people who need special consideration for the suitability online video 

materials [2]. At present, deep learning (DL) is a machine learning (ML) method which is highly effective in 

applying image classification [3]–[6]. One of the most popular and effective DL algorithms for complex data 

classification is the convolution neural network (CNN) [7]–[11]. Ali and Senan [12] has collected the research 

data related to the application of the deep learning CNN algorithm in classifying the video clips inappropriate for 

young adults. Karpathy et al. [13] studied and applied the CNN along with considering the location and time 

factor data (spatio-temporal information) to be used in the development of models for large-scale video clip 
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classification on YouTube. The efficacy of the model was tested with the YouTube sports-1M dataset containing 

1 million video clips, 487 categories. In the study [14], the CNN model built with an AlexNet architecture [15], a 

GoogLeNet architecture [16], and a combination of AlexNet and GoogLeNet architectures were compared for 

their efficiency. Its objective was to develop and create a model for classifying sexually explicit image frames. 

The method was tested on the normalized difference phenology index (NDPI) dataset [17] containing videos in 

which the content consists of sexually explicit clips and generic content clips. Research by Khan et al. [18] has 

developed an automated system for analyzing and removing inappropriate content on video clips. In research [19], 

a CNN model using a MobileNet architecture has been developed to identify violently inappropriate image frames 

in video clips. The model has been built and tested on various datasets: i) the crowd violence dataset [20]; ii) the 

hockey fight dataset [21]; and iii) the violent scene detection dataset (VSD) [22]. For data preparation in CNN 

modeling, the research presents key-frame selection method by considering selecting from complete data and able 

to see objects in images clearly. In research Lin et al. [23] presented a CNN approach using multiple models to 

classify sexually explicit images to enhance extraction and image cognitive abilities. Regarding the experiment 

with the proposed method with a standard dataset published online for research not safe for work (NSFW)  

dataset [24], Zhou et al. [25] developed the application of CNN technology in conjunction with analysis of the 

object movement within the video clip by considering the still images and frame animation in video (optical flow 

and acceleration field vector) in order to detect violently inappropriate content. Perez et al. [26] proposed a CNN 

model using still image data and motion data of objects within a video clip (optical flow vector data and mpeg 

motion vector) to detect sexually explicit videos. In addition to the application of CNN models in two-dimensional 

(2D) for the video classification, in the above-mentioned researches, Accattoli et al. [27] presented the application 

of three-dimensional (3D) convolutional neural networks to increase efficiency to classify images of violently 

inappropriate video, such as fighting scenes by experimenting with methods with three public datasets containing 

violent content; the hockey fight dataset, the crowd violence dataset, and the movie violence dataset [20]. 

From the research review, it has been found that the application and development of CNN models are 

popular and effective for categorizing video clips from various sources. However, studies and researches on 

improving the efficiency of CNN models are an interesting topic and essential when applying the developed 

models to real-world situations where there might be potential limitations, which can reduce the model's 

performance. The example of researches developing and applying various techniques to improve the efficiency 

of the CNN model, is described by [28]–[31]. He et al. [28] conducted on the optimization of the learning 

model by means of preparing and improving the image data before data processing with various techniques:  

i) normalization, the technique for improving the pixel data of the image to the specified scaling range by 

improving the pixel data of the red, green, blue (RGB) mode image with the color gamut from 0-255 to become 

the data with the value between 0-1; ii) data augmentation (DA) technique which consists of random rotation, 

color jitter, and random crop; and iii) principal component analysis (PCA). Zhang et al. [29] examined the 

results of experimental model performance improvement techniques (regularization) with the CNN model 

using L2 regularization (L2) weight decay, DA, and drop-out. The results showed that the technique 

regularization aforementioned can help improve and optimize the accuracy outcomes for learning models by 

4-5%. Kasche and Nordström [30] studied the techniques to improve model performance (regularization) for 

solving the problems of neural networks overfitting. The experiments were conducted to compare the efficiency 

of various techniques, including an early stopping (ES) technique, a L1 regularization technique, a L2 

technique, and a dropout technique, which randomly closes nodes in the neural network. The results showed 

that the dropout model optimization technique with maximized the highest accuracy outcomes for the learning 

model. In research [31], a method to improve the efficiency of image classification with convolutional neural 

networks was presented using the technique of adding images (DA) consisting of random adjustment of color 

jitter, rotation, reduction or enlargement (zoom), flipping the image. The results were found that it can increase 

the image recognition efficiency by 3% higher. 
To improve the performance of traditional CNN models, transfer learning is one of the effective 

approach [32] that can solve a problem for building CNN models when there is a limited amount of training 

data. In transfer learning, the knowledge of existing trained models is transferred to build new classification 

models. There are several research studies that investigated on classification performance when using transfer 

learning, e.g., sports video classification using pre-trained neural network [33], classification of lung cancer 

based on CNN and transfer learning with GoogLeNet [34], fruit recognition using pre-trained models [35], and 

leaf disease classification based on a pre-trained model [36]. In research Ramesh and Mahesh [33], reported 

the comparison performance results between a CNN model and a pre-trained CNN model for classifying sports 

categories from video collected from YouTube. Two examples of pre-trained model, i.e., Alexnet and 

Googlenet, were employed to build the pre-trained CNN model. The experimental results demonstrated that 

the pre-trained CNN model performed higher accuracy than the CNN model, with the accuracy of 92.68% and 

88.75%, respectively. AL-Huseiny and Sajit [34] developed a CNN classification model using transfer learning 

with GoogLeNet for detecting lung cancer. The model was trained and validated by using computed 

tomography (CT) scan images. For obtained classification results, the CNN model using transfer learning, 
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GoogLeNet, yielded the higher performance with accuracy of 94.38%, compared to the original CNN model 

evaluated with the same dataset which scored 89.88%. In order to find a suitable transfer learning architecture 

for the CNN-based classification in real-world application, Tan and Le [37] presented a systematically study 

on the CNN model development under a limitation of computational resources. Experiments on scaling pre-

trained CNN models and number of parameters (e.g., network depth, width and resolution) were evaluated with 

ImageNet datasets for optimizing the model performance. Based on the evaluated results, a new scaling 

method, namely, EfficientNets-B7, yield the highest accuracy of 84.3%. The results showed that the proposed 

EfficientNet model can be effectively applied to develop pre-trained CNN classification with optimized 

resource utilization. Duong et al. [35] applied a transfer learning approach for fruit classification. The pre-

trained models, EfficientNet and MixNet, were adopted for building the CNN model and evaluating with a 

fruit dataset (48,905 images). Based on experimental results, EfficientNet-B1 outperformed the other 

configurations with precision, recall, and F1 score of 95%, 95% and 95%, respectively. In addition, the MixNet-

Small method yield the best result for MixNet configurations with precision, recall, and F1 score of 94%, 94% 

and 93%, respectively. The evaluated results illustrated that adoption of EfficientNet and MixNet with CNN 

models can effectively be improved the performance of the fruit classification. Atila et. al. [36] developed pre-

trained CNN models to classify leaf diseases. EfficientNet and state-of-the-art pre-trained CNN models, e.g., 

AlexNet, residual network (ResNet) 50, visual geometry group (VGG) 16 and Inception V3., were employed 

for building the classification models of plant leaf diseases. The experimental results obtained demonstrated 

that EfficientNet-B4 and EfficientNet-B5 models gave the top performance compared to other models with 

accuracy of 99.91% and 99.97%, respectively. As reported from these research studies, the transfer learning 

method can effectively be applied to enhance the performance of the CNN model for classifying various types 

and resolutions of images. 

Based on the existing studies above, this research purposes to study and apply CNN for reviewing and 

categorizing the content of online video clips by referring to the criteria for rating the appropriateness of Thai 

television programs according to the announcement of national broadcasting and telecommunications 

commission (NBTC) [38]. The process to develop a model for reviewing and classifying content in video clips 

is: i) collection of data from YouTube and various websites that publish video clips in movies and TV series. 

Then, the video clip data is converted into still image frame data; ii) generating a solution for categorizing the 

content of a video clip based on the extracted still image frame data divided into sexually explicit content, violently 

inappropriate content and general content; iii) modeling by using still image frame data obtained from the data 

preparation process to create a deep learning model with CNN algorithm; iv) performance improvement of the 

CNN model derived from the previous step by using techniques to improve the efficiency of the model; and v) 

measuring the performance of the standard CNN model and its comparison with the enhanced CNN models with 

other techniques. However, for improving the performance of the obtained CNN classification model, a transfer 

learning method and model optimization techniques were also applied in this study. 

This research paper is organized as: section 2 describes the proposed framework and methodologies. 

Section 3 describes the improvement of the model performance. Section 4 presents the model evaluation and 

experimental results. Section 5 provides conclusions. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

A framework for developing an automated model for video content classification is presented in this 

research. It started with collecting online video clips and converting them into image frame datasets. The 

obtained image frames were annotated with three video content categories, i.e., sexually explicit content, 

violently inappropriate content and general content, and were extracted features for developing a CNN model. 

The CNN model performance was improved using model optimization techniques (DA, L2 and ES). Finally, 

all image frames were automatically classified into three categories (sexually explicit content, violently 

inappropriate content and general content) based on the developed CNN model. The process of developing an 

automatic video content classification model can be summarized as shown in Figure 1. 

 

2.1.  Data collection and preparation 

Data collection and preparation is an important starting step for the development of a machine learning 

model because the efficiency of the model depends on the quality and suitability of the data used in modeling 

processing. The first step of this research starts with collecting video clips of movies and TV series from 

YouTube and video clip websites. In the next step, the researcher analyzes and considers the content of the 

video clip according to the criteria for rating the appropriateness of Thai television programs according to the 

announcement of the broadcasting committee, The NBTC [38]. The content of the video clips analyzed in 

accordance with the above criteria was then used for the development of the CNN model and the model's 

efficiency was tested. To develop a researcher model, 42 minutes of sexually explicit content, 42 minutes of 
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violently inappropriate content, and 53 minutes of general content were used. For model performance testing, 

10 minutes of sexually explicit content, 10 minutes of violently inappropriate videos, and 10 minutes of general 

content were employed. 

The next step is to prepare the data where the researchers took the video content, processed and extracted 

the data into image frames. The extracted image frames represented the data in a 2second video clip, and the 

image frames were resized to the same standard size of 224×224 pixels. Then the obtained data were divided into 

3 groups: i) sexually inappropriate content; ii) violently inappropriate content; and iii) general content. To 

categorize the image frame data into different groups, the frames in which the elements can be seen clearly were 

chosen. Then, they were grouped according to the criteria for rating the appropriateness of Thai television 

programs. The contents of each group are illustrated in Figures 2 to 4, respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A framework for video content classification 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. An example of sexually explicit image frame data published on a website 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. An example of violently inappropriate image frame data published on a website 
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Figure 4. An example of generic image frame data published on a website 

 

 

2.2.  CNN model 

In this research, the researcher has chosen CNN to create a model for classifying the content of a video 

clip. CNN is a deep learning approach based on simulations of human vision that can classify objects by 

considering features of the objects. The components of CNN consist of: i) convolution layer, the layer that 

serves as feature extraction of various elements in the image, such as the nature of the lines, color and color 

contrast: and ii) fully-connected (FC) layer that serves to learn and remember various features of the object in 

the image and consider categorizing the images according to the data used to create the model [39]. Regarding 

the model development step, the researcher selected the CNN modeling architecture presented in the research 

study [40] which consists of six layers of convolutional layer (Conv) and three layers of FC layer. The model 

receives the input as color images RGB sized 224×224 pixels as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A CNN architecture 

 

 

For the model development process, it started from Conv1 where the edges of the image frames 

(padding) were improved and expanded by 2 pixels per side, resulting in a new frame size of 226×226 pixels. 

Kernels sized (3×3 Pixel) were used as filters. The results of the feature extraction in the Conv1 were 64 sets 

of the feature map of 224×224 pixel images. The result was then be adjusted to be in an appropriate format 

with batch normalization technique, which standardizes the data using mean and standard deviation. Afterward, 

the data were passed to the next layer, Conv2. 

In the Conv2 layer, the data from layer 1 (Conv1) were extracted from the attributes with kernels 

attribute filter (3×3 Pixel). The result is a total of 64 attribute maps sized 222×222 pixel. Characteristics were 

then adjusted into a proper form with a batch normalization technique. And the attribute data were then adjusted 

to be less complex with a max pooling technique, which is a down sampling method. Filtering the kernels 

pooling data of 2×2 pixel size, attribute data were reduced to 111×111 pixel and the dropout technique was 

used to make the neural network less complicated by randomly closing the node in the neural network with a 

dropout rate of 0.2. The results were then sent to the next layer, Conv3. 

In the Conv3 step, feature extraction was applied as in the Conv1, but 128 kernel attribute filters (size 

equal to 3×3 pixels) were defined. The result of the extraction was 128 sets of feature data sized 111×111 Pixel. 

The datasets were adjusted into a proper format with Batch Normalization technique and the data were then 

forwarded to the next layer, Conv4. For the Conv4, the feature extraction process was the same as the Conv2 
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layer, and the attribute filtering process was the same as the Conv3 layer. The result of this Conv4 layer was 

the images sized 109×109 Pixel. Then the dataset was adjusted using batch normalization technique, max 

pooling technique, and randomly closed nodes in the neural network with a dropout rate of 0.3. This resulted 

in 128 attribute sets of 54×54 Pixel size. The data were then forwarded to the next layer, Conv5. 

For the Conv5 layer, the feature extraction procedure was the same as the Conv1 layer, but 256 

attribute filters were defined (sized equal to 3×3 pixels), which obtains a total of 256 attribute datasets of  

54×54-pixel size to be then adjusted into the proper form with the batch normalization technique and the data 

were forwarded to Conv6. In the Conv6 layer, the same feature extraction step was the same as the Conv2 

layer, but with 256 kernal attribute filters (sized equal to 3×3 pixels) and data manipulation using batch 

normalization, max pooling, and node shutdown techniques in a neural network with a dropout rate of 0.4.  

A total of 256 sets of 26×26-pixel attribute data were obtained. 

After going through those 6 layers of convolution successfully, the next step was to take the resulting 

attribute data to convert into a one-dimensional (1D) vector format using a flattened technique and the 1D vector 

data were passed into the data classification process, which is a layer of the FC layer artificial neural network, 

with a total of 3 layers. The FC layer 1 (FC1) defined the total number of processing units as 1,024 nodes, and the 

Dropout technique was used with a value of 0.3. Next in the FC layer 2 (FC2) layer, the number of processing 

units was set as 512 nodes, and the dropout rate was 0.2. In the final layer, FC layer 3 (FC3), there were a total of 

3 nodes in this layer. Each node was classified by classes of content: i) sexually inappropriate content; ii) violently 

inappropriate content; and iii) general content. The FC3 layer is called the output layer, which is the layer of CNN 

in which content classification results are restored by the defined classes. 

 

 

3. CNN MODEL OPTIMIZATION 

CNN model optimization is the optimization of the model before it is put into practice. It helps 

improve and prevent problems that occur during the model's learning process. In this study, the researcher has 

chosen various regularizations to improve the performance of the CNN model: i) DA technique [41] is a 

technique to create additional images by using the existing image or sample data to modify the image such as 

distortion, clipping and rotation. These techniques help solve the problem of insufficient images or data to 

teach the model. The more data the model has, the more opportunities to predict more accurate results; ii) L2 

technique [42] is the process of adjusting the weight of the neural network. This technique simplifies the CNN 

model structure, reducing the likelihood of model overfitting; iii) the ES technique [43], [44] is a method for 

detecting overfitting problems during the learning of the CNN model taking into account the tolerance of the 

test data in each round of the model's learning. If the performance outcome trends are not improving, the CNN 

model then terminates the learning process and create a model as a result.In this study, the researchers selected 

the Python programming language to develop a CNN model using the core model development libraries, i.e., 

Keras and Tensorflow. The model was developed on the computer system using central processing unit (CPU): 

advanced micro devices (AMD) Ryzen5 5600X 6-core processor; graphics processing unit (GPU): Nvidia 

geforce rtx3080 and the main memory or random access memory (RAM) of 16 GB was used. To build a model 

for classifying the architecture-based video content is presented in Figure 5. The first step was to create a model 

using CNN learning techniques, and the next step was to improve CNN model performance with regularization 

techniques which consists of DA, L2 and ES as presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. CNN modeling for classifying online video content with optimization techniques 
Experiment setting CNN DA L2  ES 

3.1 ✓ - - - 
3.2 ✓ ✓ - - 
3.3 ✓ - ✓ - 
3.4 ✓ - - ✓ 
3.5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 

3.1.  Constructing the model using CNN 

To create a CNN model for categorizing the content of video clips, the first step started when the 

researchers extracted image frame data consisting of 3 classes of content: i) 1,268 image frames for sexually 

inappropriate content; ii) 1,245 image frames for vio-lently inappropriate content; and iii) 1,608 image frames 

of general content. A total of 4,121 image frames are used. The image frame data were then divided into a 

training dataset and a validation dataset by specifying the proportion of the data as 80% and 20% respectively. 

In this step, the initial values used in CNN modeling were defined as follows: 1. The number of image data for 

each model training cycle (batch size) was set as 32 images. 2. The number of modeling cycles (epoch) was 
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set as 120 cycles, and the algorithm for adjusting the weight and bias values in the model was set with the 

Adam optimization algorithm. 3. The model's learning rate (learning rate) was set as 0.01. 

 

3.2.  Improving the performance of CNN models with DA techniques 

In this experiment, the performance of the CNN model was improved by using DA techniques, and 

new image data were added into the model's learning process to help solve the problems of insufficient amount 

of data. The images added to the model's learning process were the original images modified with randomly 

rotating the image back from left to right, and randomly skewing the images. The addition of new image data 

allows the model to learn in more diverse forms and gradually improves its ability to recognize images of 

various types. 

 

3.3.  Improving the performance of CNN models with L2  

The constructed CNN model (in section 3.1) was used to optimize the model with the L2 technique, 

which was applied in both Conv and FC layer. As reported by Zhang et al. [29] the purpose of adapting the L2 

is to simplify the CNN model and reduce the likelihood of model overfitting. In order to build the optimizing 

CNN model, in the experiment, the L2 factor was assigned to 0.01. 

 

3.4.  Improving CNN model performance with ES techniques 

In this experiment, the ES technique was applied to improve the performance of the CNN model. The 

ES technique is another technique that can help reduce the likelihood of the overfitting problems when using 

CNN model. This technique was used in the model learning process. The loss function value was considered 

in each cycle of the model's learning curve (patience variable is set 10). If is found that the trend of learning 

efficiency of the model in each cycle does not improve, the algorithm will then stop the learning of the CNN 

model in the cycle. To detect such a trend, this ES technique does not only prevent overfitting, but also reduces 

the processing time for building models. 

 

3.5.  Improving the performance of CNN models with DA, L2 and ES 

The CNN model developed in section 3.1 was used to improve efficiency by using all 3 of the 

regularization techniques; i) the DA technique that solves the problem of insufficient amount of data for 

modeling; ii) the L2 technique that simplifies CNN models and reduces the likelihood of model overfitting; 

and iii) the ES technique that prevents overfitting and reduces model development time. 

 

 

4. MODEL EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section presents an evaluation of the performance and results of a video content classification 

model, which have been explained in section 3 consisting of: i) the CNN model development experiment;  

ii) the CNN model development experiment with DA technique (CNN model+DA); iii) the CNN model 

development experiment with L2 technique (CNN Model+L2); iv) the experimental CNN model development 

with ES (CNN Model+ES); and v) the CNN model experimental development with DA, L2 and ES (CNN 

Model+DA+L2+ES). The efficiency of the models was evaluated in various trials with the training dataset, the 

validation dataset and the test dataset as shown in Figure 6. 

Regarding the measuring tool for CNN model efficiency, the accuracy, precision, recall, and harmonic 

mean (F1 score) were used. These values were obtained by processing and calculating the data in the confusion 

matrix, which consists of true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) data, which mean the amount of data could 

correctly predict that the image frames were considered inappropriate and appropriate respectively. False 

positive (FP) and false negative (FN) data mean the number of image frames were incorrectly predicted to be 

inappropriate and appropriate respectively. Various data were taken and calculated as percentage as in the 

following formula. 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (%) =  
(𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁)

(𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
 𝑥 100 (1) 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)
 𝑥 100 (2) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (%) =  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
 𝑥 100 (3) 

 

𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (%) =  
2∗(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
 𝑥 100 (4) 
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Figure 6. Data segmentation for constructing the CNN classification model and evaluating the performance 

of the classification model 

 

 

4.1.  CNN model performance results on training dataset and validation dataset  

To test the performance of the CNN model in combination with various optimization techniques for 

the training dataset and the Validation dataset in each of the 5 experiments (CNN model, CNN model+DA, 

CNN model+L2, CNN model+ES and CNN model+DA+L2+ES), the model's performance was tested with 

120 cycles of learning and processing (epoch) cycles of the model. The results of validity of each cycle for the 

training dataset and the validation dataset are revealed in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Results in each epoch of the CNN model evaluated with the training dataset 
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Figure 8. Results in each epoch of the CNN model evaluated with the validation dataset 

 

 

Table 2 presents the mean accuracy results from the five model performance tests. It was found that 

the experiment in section 3.1 (CNN Model) gave the highest accuracy in the experiments. The accuracy values 

were 97.4% and 89.6% when tested with the training dataset and the validation dataset, respectively. In section 

3.3 (CNN Model+L2) yielded the highest accuracy compared to other performance improvement trials. The 

accuracy values for the Training dataset and the Validation dataset were 95.7% and 89.1%, respectively. The 

ES experiment described in section 3.4 (CNN Model+ES) yielded the second highest validity results, being 

93.2% and 83.1% for the training dataset and the validation dataset, respectively. However, the experiment 

according to section 3.4, the number of learning cycles was less than others. The other trial was 34 cycles, as 

the ES technique stops the learning process of the CNN model to reduces the likelihood of overfitting. 

 

 

Table 2. Experimental results in CNN modeling for content classification of video clips 
Experiments Epoch Avg. 

training 

acc. 

(%) 

S.D. 

training 

acc. 

Max 

training 

acc. 

(%) 

Min 

training 

acc. 

(%) 

Avg. 

validation 

acc. (%) 

S.D. 

validation 

acc. 

Max 

validation 

acc. (%) 

Min 

validation 

acc. (%) 

Time 

spent on 

creating 

models 

(seconds) 

CNN 120 97.4 0.05 99.8 66.0 89.6 0.08 94.2 39.7 2,505 

CNN+DA 120 88.2 0.07 96.1 59.2 86.3 0.10 94.9 39.7 2,479 

CNN+L2 120 95.7 0.04 99.1 65.0 89.1 0.99 95.4 28.5 2,690 

CNN+ES 34 93.2 0.07 98.7 66.1 83.1 0.14 93.6 38.3 724 
CNN+DA+L2+ES 120 87.4 0.06 94.3 59.8 85.3 0.09 93.0 39.7 2,726 

 

 

4.2.  CNN model performance results on test dataset  

In this stage, it is to test the performance of the CNN model with the datasets that are not used as 

model learning data in order to simulate the actual situation in which the model can be applied to other video 

clips on the websites. In the simulating test, the researcher used the data divided into test datasets to experiment 

with the five developed models (CNN model, CNN model+DA, CNN model+L2, CNN model+ES, and CNN 

model+DA+L2+ES). The test was conducted on video content data for all three categories, totaling 900 image 

frames. The data extracted from 300 frames consist of 300 frames of violent inappropriate video clips, 300 

frames of sexually explicit video clips and 300 frames of generic content. 

Table 3 details the test performance results of the various experiments with the test dataset. The data 

in this table was found that the results of the first experiment (3.1 CNN model) gave accuracy, precision, recall, 

and F1 score were 66%, 71%, 66% and 62%, respectively. For the use of optimization techniques in 

combination with CNN models, the fifth trial (3.5 CNN model+DA+L2+ES) gave the best performance 

compared to the other performance improvement experiments. It gave accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score 

as 81%, 83%, 81% and 80% respectively. 
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Nevertheless, the optimization of the CNN model using the DA technique in the second experiment 

(3.2 CNN model+DA) yielded a second accuracy result. And because this technique helps improve and increase 

the amount of image data used to teach the model to be diverse, this allows the CNN model+DA to classify 

data from the never-before-seen test set better than the CNN model from other ex-periments that have not 

applied this technique. For the third experiment (3.3 CNN model+L2), the results showed that the L2 technique 

improves the predictive performance of the models better than those that do not use model optimization 

techniques (experiment 3.1) with an Accuracy greater than 3%, and in experiment 3.4 (CNN model+ES) using 

the ES technique it resulted in accuracy similar to that of the non-improved CNN model. However, in 

experiment 3.4, it took 3 times shorter time to learn and generate the CNN models than other experiments, 

being approximately 724 seconds, as shown in Table 3. 

 

 
Table 3. CNN model performance results with test datasets 
Model Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 

3.1 CNN 66 71 66 62 
3.2 CNN+DA 75 80 76 75 
3.3 CNN+L2 69 74 69 66 
3.4 CNN+ES 65 66 65 61 
3.5 CNN+DA+L2+ES 81 83 81 80 

 
 

4.3.  Improving CNN Model performance using transfer learning 

According to a literature survey [32] a transfer learning method can currently be adopted to improve 

the performance of traditional machine learning methods by transferring information from a related domain. 

There are many applications that successfully applied transfer learning to enhance the model performance, e.g., 

sports video classification using pre-trained neural network [33], classification of lung cancer using pre-trained 

convolutional neural networks [34], automated fruit recognition using pre-trained models [35], and plant leaf 

disease classification using a pre-trained model [36]. As suggested in [37], for improving the CNN model with 

the tranfer learning technique, a pre-trained model, namely EfficientNet-B0, which is suitable with the dataset 

used in this study (image size of 224x224 pixel), was used. To construct the pre-trained CNN model, CNN 

layers in EfficientNet-B0 were frozen and a last FC layer (an output layer) in EfficientNet-B0 was fixed to 3 

classes, i.e., a sexually inappropriate class, a violently inappropriate class, and a general class. In order to 

improve the pre-trained CNN model performance, optimization techniques, DA, L2 and ES, were applied in 

experiments as detailed in Table 4.  

Table 5 demonstrates the experimental results of the pre-trained CNN models with test datasets. The 

first experiment (5.1 pre-trained CNN) shows accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score as 84%, 87%, 84%, and 

84% respectively. To enhance the performance of the pre-trained CNN models, optimization techniques (DA, 

L2, and ES), were employed in experiments 5.2 to 5.5. The obtained experimental results illustrate that the pre-

trained CNN model combining with DA, L2, and ES optimization techniques yields the highest performance 

compared to other experiments. It provided accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score were 87%, 89%, 87% and 

87%, respectively. In addition, the optimization of the pre-trained CNN model using the DA technique in the 

experiment 5.2 (pre-trained CNN model+DA) yielded a second accuracy result (86%). For experiments 5.3 

and 5.4, both experiments yielded the same accuracy value of 85% and achieved higher accuracy values than 

the experiment 5.1, which were not employed optimization techniques. 

 

 

Table 4. Pre-trained CNN modeling for classifying online video content with optimization techniques 
Experiment setting Pre-trained CNN DA L2  ES 

4.1 ✓ - - - 
4.2 ✓ ✓ - - 
4.3 ✓ - ✓ - 
4.4 ✓ - - ✓ 
4.5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 
Table 5. Pre-trained CNN model performance results with test datasets 

Model Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 
5.1 Pre-trained CNN 84 87 84 84 

5.2 Pre-trained CNN+DA 86 89 86 86 
5.3 Pre-trained CNN+L2 85 88 85 85 
5.4 Pre-trained CNN+ES 85 87 85 85 

5.5 Pre-trained CNN+DA+L2+ES 87 89 87 87 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This research presents a framework for developing a deep learning approach using CNN algorithms 

for categorizing the content of online video clips by referring to the criteria for categorizing content of Thai 

television programs enforced by the office of the Thai NBTC. The researcher collected video clips of movies 

and TV series published online on the websites. Then the data were prepared by bringing the video clip to 

create image frames and using the resulting image frames to create a data label divided into the following 

classes of content: i) sexually inappropriate content; ii) violently inappropriate content; and iii) general content. 

Meanwhile, the researchers used the datasets in the process of creating a CNN model and a pre-trained CNN 

model for video content classification, and improved the perfermance of the CNN model and the pre-train CNN 

model using various opitimization techniques, namely DA, L2, and ES. The model's performance is evaluated 

with the training dataset, the validation dataset and the test dataset. The result of the training dataset showed 

that CNN modeling experiments (experiment 3.1) and CNN models using the L2 (experiment 3.3) shared 

similar efficiency but showed higher efficiency that other experiments. The mean results for accuracy were 

97.4% and 95.7% respectively. For the experiments with the validation dataset, the results tended to be in the 

same direction as the training dataset as for experiments 3.1 and 3.3, the Accuracy values were 89.6% and 

89.1% respectively. The test datasets, which were not used in the modeling process like the training datasets 

and the validation datasets, it was found that experiment 3.5, the CNN model created with the application of 

DA, L2, and ES, had the best results when compared with other experiments. The results for accuracy, 

precision, recall and F1 score were 81%, 83%, 81%, and 80% respectively. However, in order to enhance the 

performance of the CNN model classification, a transfer learning method and model optimization techniques 

were also adopted in this study. The pre-trained models, namely EfficientNet-B0, were employed with the 

obtained CNN models and then were evaluated with the test dataset. The experimental results of the pre-trained 

CNN models with test datasets demonstrate that the pre-trained CNN model using DA, L2, and ES yield the 

highest accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score of 87%, 89%, 87% and 87%, respectively. These obtained 

results show that the CNN model with transfer learning (pre-trained model) can effectively help to improve the 

classification performance. From the methods and experimental results presented above, it was found that the 

framework for developing a model for content classification of online video clips generated by the CNN 

algorithm's deep learning approach yielded a high level of accuracy. Therefore, the proposed framework can 

be used to develop the automatic analysis and classification system in other content classes in the realtime 

online video clips, especially the classification of content that may be inappropriate for children and youth. 
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